Comparing the electronic properties and docking calculations of heme derivatives on CYP2B4.
Cytochrome P-450 is a group of enzymes involved in the biotransformation of many substances, including drugs. These enzymes possess a heme group (1) that when it is properly modified induces several important physicochemical changes that affect their enzymatic activity. In this work, the five structurally modified heme derivatives 2-6 and the native heme 1 were docked on CYP2B4, (an isoform of P450), in order to determine whether such modifications alter their binding form and binding affinity for CYP2B4 apoprotein. In addition, docking calculations were used to evaluate the affinity of CYP2B4 apoprotein-heme complexes for aniline (A) and N-methyl-aniline (NMA). Results showing the CYP2B4 heme 4- and heme 6-apoprotein complexes to be most energetically stable indicate that either hindrance effects or electronic properties are the most important factors with respect to the binding of heme derivatives at the heme-binding site. Furthermore, although all heme-apoprotein complexes demonstrated high affinity for both A and NMA, the CYP2B4 apoprotein-5 complex had higher affinity for A, and the heme 6 complex had higher affinity for NMA. Finally, surface electronic properties (SEP) were calculated in order to explain why certain arginine residues of CYP2B4 apoprotein interact with polarizable functionalities, such as ester groups or sp ( 2 ) carbons, present in some heme derivates. The main physicochemical parameter involved in the recognition process of the heme derivatives, the CYP2B4 apoprotein and A or NMA, are reported.